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Alice Adventure Slot. Software: iSoftBet Paylines: 30 Max Coins Per Spin: 300 Free Spins: Yes Scatter
symbol: Yes Multiplier: Yes Reels: 5 Min Coins Per Spin: 0.01 Autoplay Option: Yes Wild Symbol: Yes

Bonus Game: No Jackpot: 1000 RTP: 94.96% Volatility: Medium. Alice Adventure slot machine has five
reels and 30 winning lines. The total bet for every spin is dependent on wagered amount multiplied by the

lines in the play. The highest payout is 1,000 if Alice displays five times in a series. If it shows up four
times, you’ll receive 500. The game does not require any download. Created by iSoftBet, this game
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assigns Cheshire cat as the Wild. Alice Adventure by iSoftbet provides free spins of up to 15. Bet
ranges from .01 to 6 coins. It has an RTP of 94.96 per cent with unknown volatility. It has a multiplier of
one to six times. Best Online Casinos to Play for Real Money. Skol Casino up to $1300 + 250 Bonus
Spins Play Now Casino Cruise 55 Free Spins + 100% up to $/£/€200 + 200 Free Spins Play Now

Vulkan Vegas Up to CA$/€/$1,000 + 125 Free Spins Play Now Only the first and the second deposit
made within 7 days after the activation of the bonus are taken into account with the offer. Max bonus
amount for the first deposit is €300; for the second starting from €15 —€400, for the second starting
from €50 — €700. 30x wagering requirements for free spins and 40x for bonuses. The maximum bet

allowed when playing with bonus money is of $/C$/€5. More iSoftBet Free Slot Games. Alice Adventure
by iSoftbet pays from left to right. But Scatters pay anywhere. Activating the bonus round requires the

appearance of the Bottle icon at least three times on the reels. During the bonus round, you’ll get five to
15 free spins; The rewards in the free rotations stack up. They are only initiated when the set of free turn.
Free Alice Adventure slot machine to play online includes a Wild reel extender and is activated during

free turns. Wild reels continue throughout the free spins round. During the Wild multiplier, winnings on the
line are multiplied up to five times. That’s why you should also try playing for real money. How to Start

Playing for Real Cash? Whether you decide to play for real money, you should register an account with
one of the best online casinos available. PlayOJO, for example, is an online casino that will let you win

the jackpot prize of more than £19 million. It requires a minimum deposit of €10 to play for real money. If
you play Alice Adventure by iSoftBet here for real money, you can get up to 1000 free spins. Plus, it does
not have wagering requirements. Although it doesn’t have an instant withdrawal option, you can cash out

your winning within one day. There’s also no limit on the amount you can withdraw. But the maximum
withdrawal amount is £10,000 per transaction. The payment methods available in online casinos would
include MasterCard, Neteller, PayPal, Skrill, Visa and Paysafec The minimum deposit is $10 and the

maximum deposit per day is $1000. Is There an App? There’s no app available for Alice Adventure slots
game for free or for real money. But you can easily play online Alice Adventure slot game mobile version

by using a web browser with Flash plugin, allowing you to play on iPad, iPhone, Windows Phone and
Android devices. What Other iSoftBet Slots Can You Play? Apart from Alice Adventure slots, iSoftBet

offers other exciting games. These would include Lucky Leprechaun, Lucky Clover, Mega Win, Kobushi,
Golden Fish, Royal Cash, Astro Magic and Super Lucky Reels. 
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